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by the showmen of the wild.
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A note from Dr R K Pachauri

The world of animals and insects is truly wondrous. If we delve a little 
deeper, we will be amazed at the similarities between their ways and 
ours. In fact, at times their industriousness, skill, resourcefulness, and 
knowledge are awe-inspiring. 

This series focuses on the unique world of animals and insects, revealing 
their incredible habits and amazing skills. Ants that build colonies, 
worms that produce light, tiny polyps that build huge reefs under 
water—these are just some of the myriad examples to show that nature 
never ceases to amaze. 

While revealing little-known facts and amazing secrets of the animal 
world, these books will entertain and enrich young minds.  I hope that 
as they leaf through the pages, readers will also feel inspired to protect 
the beautiful world brought to life within these covers. More importantly, 
I look forward to these books making young readers realize that the 
world of animals is meant to be explored and appreciated rather than 
destroyed for selfish reasons.
 

R K Pachauri
Director-General, TERI
Chairman, Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
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Firefl ies are usually brown in colour. They 
emit light naturally from the lower part of 
their bodies. Baby fi refl ies beam out light 
when they are still inside the egg. The 
light is a result of ‘bioluminescence’—the 
production and emission of light by a 
living organism due to chemical reactions 
in its body. The fi refl y’s glow is a cold 
light, that is, no heat is produced during 
the process.

The cool glow

Name: Firefly     

Talent: Can produce light 

Home: Mainly Asia, and Central and South America

Firefl ies are not really fl ies, but 
beetles. These beetles with wings are 
dazzling to look at, as they give out 
light just like tiny torches! There are 
more than 2,000 species of fi refl ies, 
which are also called lightning bugs 

or glow-worms.

Lightning bug 



Firefl ies can turn their lights on and off at will. Some 
groups of fi refl ies like to present light shows, in which 
they all fl y and blink their lights together. In some 
groups, the male fi refl ies do so to impress and attract 
female fi refl ies. 

Light Show

The females from the 
Photuris group of fi refl ies 

are clever little things. 
Sometimes, they pretend 

to be females from 
another family of light 

bugs, and attract the male 
of that family, catch him, 

and eat him!

All in a
day’s work 
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The male Carola’s Parotia has thin 
wire-like feathers on its head, 
golden whiskers, gold-white 
crest, and a shiny throat. The 
female is brown in colour and 
not so attractive. 
  Males of this family are perhaps the best 
dancers in the animal kingdom. They dance to 
attract females. The male bird fi rst cleans an area in the 
forest and lays a mat of fungi. This area becomes its dancing court. It 
then performs a dance, while singing sweet songs to attract the female.

Twinkle Toes 

Name: Carola’s Parotia  

Talent: Can dance 

Home: Central New Guinea (island north of Australia)

The Carola’s Parotia is a type of bird of paradise. Birds of paradise are 
beautiful but strange birds. Crows and jays are their closest cousins. 
A bird of paradise has the body of a crow but is far more gorgeous! There 
are about forty-three different kinds of this bird, of which the Carola’s 
Parotia is an unusual type.

Strange Bird 

work squad Nature’s showmen

All in a
day’s work 
Europeans fi rst came 

across birds of paradise in 
the seventeenth century, 
when they received the 
dried skin of the birds, 

with no legs or feet. They 
thought these were special 

fl ightless birds. 



The Carola’s Parotia dances like its cousin 
the Lawes’ Parotia. But the Carola’s 
moves are fl ashier and meant to show off 
its shiny throat. It performs all kinds of 
dances like the hop and shake, and head-
shake walk. Its most beautiful dance is the 
one in which it fl ares out its feathers like 
the ‘tutu’ (skirt of a ballerina).

May the best 
man win!
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